Dear Sirs,
Although cerebellar atrophy is a key sign in cerebellar ataxia, interpretation of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) may be hindered by region-specific age-related degeneration and poor visualization of posterior fossa structures. Direct quantification of true cerebellar cortical volume on MRI is a time-consuming process that may be confounded by complex foliation, which introduces partial volume effects.
It may be simpler to calculate an index for disease progression for the deep cerebellar nuclei (DCN), which mediate virtually all cerebellar outflow along with the vestibular nuclei. Quantitative assessment of the DCN could be invaluable to diagnosis, staging, and prognosis in neurodegenerative diseases with cerebellar involvement. Progress in structural assessment has enabled DCN identification [1] [2] [3] ; however, there may be variable signal and contrast on T1-and T2-weighted scans such that DCN are sometimes not detectable at all [2, 4] .
Recently, our team developed techniques for diffusion tensor imaging (DTI)-based delineation of the dentate and interposed nuclei-the largest, most reliably distinguishable DCN components [4, 5] . Although this indirect method would be expected to systematically overestimate true DCN volumes, it could still produce a clinically relevant DCN index measurement that is indirectly based on volume. As proof of concept, we investigated the sensitivity of these observations to differences in DCN index between ataxia patients and controls. DTI evaluation of the DCN could serve as a simple imaging biomarker of cerebellar disease.
A multi-slice, single-shot EPI sequence achieved whole brain coverage (2.2 mm isotropic resolution) in 19 control participants (6 M/13 F) and 28 patients-18 (11 M/7 F) with idiopathic isolated cerebellar disease (ICD), six (2 M/ 4 F) with spinocerebellar ataxia type 6 (SCA6), and four (2 M/2F) with olivopontocerebellar atrophy (OPCA). Each sequence utilized 32 diffusion encoding directions and five averaged, minimally-weighted (b0) volumes with a 3T MR scanner (Intera, Philips Medical Systems, Netherlands). Neurological function was assessed using the International Cooperative Ataxia Rating Scale [6] and subsections of the Unified Ataxic Disorders Rating Scale.
Bilateral DCN delineations were performed on DTI colormaps with Medical Image Processing and Visualization software [7] by one rater (A.X.D.), who was naïve to participant status. Measurement accuracy was assessed by an expert neurologist with reference to histological and structural MRI sections [8] . Volumes and ataxia scores were evaluated with Student's t test. Eight scans were chosen for repeat rating by the original rater and a second rater (J.L.C.).
Controls had an average DCN index of 1,722 ± 341 mm 3 , while patients had an average DCN index of 1,142 ± 494 mm 3 (P \ 0.001). Analysis of patient groups showed correlations between lower DCN index and higher total ataxia scores, indicating greater disability (Fig. 1) (P \ 0.05).
Intra-and inter-rater reliability testing showed high correlation between repeated measurements of DCN structures (R 2 = 0.95 and 0.97, Fig. 2 ). DTI colormaps enabled successful delineation of the DCN for all participants, despite varying degrees of functional deficit, volumetric atrophy, and T2 signal (Fig. 3) .
Ataxia patients had smaller DCN indices, which were associated with higher ataxia scores. It is important to note that our data show unexpectedly low mean DCN index in all patient groups, including our largest subpopulation (SCA6, Fig. 2b ). This supports the possibility that the DCN are affected in SCA6, which is a point of controversy in the Fig. 1 Deep cerebellar nuclei (DCN) index in ataxia patients is smaller than expected when compared with control participant data. a Mean DCN index decreases with age, and is smaller in patients compared with controls (P \ 0.001). b Age-adjusted DCN index is negatively correlated with ataxia scores in each patient group (P \ 0.001). c Age-adjusted DCN index for each group. Although there is considerable overlap between the values in most of the groups, all patient subgroups showed significant differences in DCN index compared to controls (ICD vs. control = P \ 0.03, OPCA vs. control = P \ 0.002, SCA6 vs. control = P \ 0.001). In particular, the SCA6 DCN indices are distinctly lower than the control group values Fig. 2 Intra-and inter-rater reliability. The graph on the left shows the intra-rater repeated volumes and reliability correlation score for rater 1 (A.X.D.), whose delineations were used to evaluate our data.
The graph on the right shows the inter-rater repeated volumes and reliability correlation score between rater 1 and rater 2 (J.L.C.) Fig. 3 DCN is clearly visualized on DTI images. a Patients with SCA6 (hereditary disease primarily affecting the cerebellum) exhibited reduced DCN index when compared to the control group. b In the T2w images on the left, the DCN appears as a well-defined black area of reduced T2 intensity. In the T2w images in the center, the DCN is isointense to the surrounding white matter and difficult to discern. In the T2w images on the right, the DCN is less well-defined and brighter in intensity than the surrounding white matter. In all of the above images, DCN remains more consistently defined on DTI colormaps than on T2w images J Neurol (2010) 257:1406-1408 1407 literature [9] [10] [11] . Of note, our index would be expected to correlate only with macroscopic volumetric loss, whereas ''degeneration'' classically refers to histopathologic evidence. Presumably, several distinct patterns of DCN involvement exist within the heterogeneous population affected with cerebellar degeneration. It would be of interest to test our method in SCA3 and Friedreich's ataxia, which show significant dentate involvement. In summary, reliable identification of the DCN is possible with DTI, which exposes clinically relevant differences in DCN characteristics in ataxia.
